
Dispersive, an emerging cybersecurity leader in the Zero Trust Network Access (ZTNA) and Secure Access Service 
Edge (SASE) and Multicloud Network Software (MCNS) space, Dispersive delivers a cloud-native network fabric 
that is ultra-secure, operationally flexible, and up to 10 times faster. Dispersive’s battlefield-inspired patented 
technology creates virtual active-active multipath networks with rolling encryption keys and granular access 
controls to protect our customer data across any cloud or service edge with zero-touch provisioning even across 
multi-cloud environments to secure against new and emerging threats, including nation state actors. 

MarketMakerCRE brings to bare the most advanced next generation architecture integrating the latest in Next 
Generation Firewalls, DispersiveFabric (Next Generation Software Defined Networking/VPN replacement), and a 
quantum ready defense posture.

Our infrastructure reduces the attack surface 
to a limited number of locations, where actions 
may be taken to ensure only friendly traffic is 
moving in or out of the architecture.  
The simplification in how communications 
pathways are aligned create an easy to 
understand and manage infrastructure.  
Our methodology reduces the chances of 
breach to near zero and creates a condition 
where the cloud provider itself is the weakest 
point within the infrastructure.

We manage the virtual chokepoints to ensure ONLY friendly traffic is connected or moved. In our system, there 
are only three (3) chokepoints that must be traversed to access any component or information within the 
system:

1. An application customer will enter through an Azure Web Application Firewall (WAF) located in front of the 
infrastructure.  Additionally, the Azure Front Door application handles all failover actions in the case of an 
attack or outage at one location.

2. Through a Dispersive Gateway located behind a Fully-Closed Fortinet Firewall protecting all backend access 
to the infrastructure.

3. Through internal Azure hardware and systems that MarketMaker personnel do not have access or visibility.

Ensuring Edge-to-Edge Security
MarketMaker CRE maintains the utmost in cutting edge security 
available today by positioning Dispersive.io’s technology around 

the Microsoft and Lunavi cloud-based security. 
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The core differentiators making the platform more secure:

1. Stealth Networking – Leveraging the DispersiveCloud, MarketMaker has implemented a software defined 
network solution that makes all assets within the network disappear from the internet

2. Removal of ALL public IPs – No public IPs are contained within the architecture.  All IPs are now local, and 
only routable over the distributed LAN capability provided by Dispersive

3. Advanced Firewall Deployment – Azure Front Door is leveraged for all application customer traffic, while 
two Fortinet firewalls are deployed protecting backend access to the system.

4. All Fortinet Firewall Ports are fully closed – There are ZERO open ports on either Fortinet Firewall

5. The Dispersive network Gateway – This resides behind the fully-closed firewalls, and acts as a second 
firewall with a default of Zero access

6. Distributed Communications – The Dispersive technology ensures no information exists in motion, 
rendering it impossible to steal information from any single pathway

7. Separation of Control and Data – This is present throughout both the technologies and the personnel 
policies within the organization.  Support staff requiring access to manage IT components, are unable to 
access any information or data within those components and are only allowed to conduct regular IT 
maintenance
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The Dispersive Differentiator
Our network solution becomes 
the first line of defense.

It provides network segmentation 
both inside and outside of the 
Firewall adding performance, 
resiliency, and security.

Attacks are moved to the network, 
away from critical infrastructure, 
where immediate actions and 
remediations can take place without 
effecting ongoing operations.
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